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The following is Kelvin's proof. Put V= Ymrm, V = Ynrn and apply Green's theorem "(Art. 150) to the surface of a sphere of radius a, whose centre is at the origin, then
.
J      dr           J      dr
Substitute for V, V .and we have
am+a+iw/Tro Yndco = am+n+lmJYmYndo> ; hence unless in and n are equal,   fYmYndct> = 0.
When m and n are positive these values of V and V are both finite throughout the sphere. If however m, or n, is negative it is necessary to integrate over the two surfaces of a spherical shell, to avoid the infinity at the centre. If a and b be the radii we then have (am+n+I - bm+"+l) nfYmYnd<o = (a«*+«+* - bm+n+1) mfYmYndoo.
It follows that fYmYndco = 0 unless m — n or m 4- n + 1 = 0. We have also fYmPndco = Q and since P0 = l, JYmdo) = 0, where the integration extends over the whole unit sphere.
289. Theorem II. Let Yn be a Laplace's function of the angular coordinates (9, <£) and Pn a Legendre's function of the same coordinates having (#', $')for its axis. Let both these be of
the same order, viz.  n,  then fYnPndco — -^ - - Yn',  where   the
integration extends over the whole unit sphere, and Yn' is the value of Yn when (6'y <£') have been substituted for (9, <£).
To find the value of fYnPnda>, let us take as the axis of z, the axis of Pn, (Art. 265) so that Pn=Pn(^)} where /^== cos 6. Also da = sin OdBdfy becomes — dfjbdfy. The limits of integration are
f4 = 1  tO - 1,  0 = 0 tO 27T.
Taking the value of Yn given in Art. 286, viz.
Yn = aQPn (fjJ) + 2 (Ak cos k(j> + Bjc sin k<p),
we notice that /cos kfydfy = 0 and /sin k$d<j> = 0 when the limits of <p are 0 to 2?r.    Hence
JYnPnda> = - aQffPnzdfjid<l> = a0 . 2-7T . -
It remains to find the value of a0. Referring to equation (10) of Art. 286, we see Ak = 0 and £k=0 when p, = 1 except when & = 0. Also Pn(^) = l when /*=!. Thus a0 is the value of Yn at the point where the positive direction of the axis of z cuts the unit sphere. Since the axis of Pn has been taken as the axis of z

